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Experience the art of living firsthand
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Thomas Schubert, Master Stonemason

SCHUBERT STONE – THE STONE CENTRE

Visit us at 
SCHUBERT
STONE CENTRE

Every stone tells a story of millions of years of geology and offers thousands,
if not millions, of possibilities. You will find these at the SCHUBERT STONE
CENTRE represented in the form of over 2,000 types of stone floors and
large random slabs. Our 3,000 m2 exhibition area showcases a wide variety
of colours, surfaces and styles.

We bring these impressive witnesses of natural history, comfort and 
tranquillity into your living areas and gardens. And day after day you will
experience the magic of natural stone…

Together with you, we will design your dream of living.
Visit us at SCHUBERT STONE – THE STONE CENTRE.

Yours sincerely,

P.S.: Let yourself be inspired by the numerous ideas on the 
application of stone, presented on our CD-ROM, which you 
will find enclosed at the back of the folder.
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The Stone Centre STONE CENTRE

Our customer centre presents the most popular types of natural stone
and Technostone in harmony with premium parquet flooring on a large
area. Our stone experts will discuss and analyse your ideas with you
and show you possibilities of combining the various types of stone and
wood, thus ensuring that you definitely make the right choice.

Making the right choice

The revitalised Villa Schubert is the centrepiece of our gallery.
Experience, feel and understand the effect of limestone and slate

floors, generously presented on large areas, combined with 
exclusive wood parquets and stone spiral stairways.

Travel through time in style

We invite you to visit Austria’s largest gallery of large random slabs,
exhibiting hundreds of exclusive, massive and up to 500 million
year-old stone slabs. You will marvel at the unique and rare
colours, structures and surfaces of semi-precious stones, onyx,
Lapis Lazuli, granite, marble, limestone, quartzite, sandstone, and
slate. You will be enthused by the beauty and purity of nature.

From handcraft to art

Our well-arranged Technostone Studio showcases various examples 
of flooring designs and demonstrates how your living area can be 

designed according to your individual needs and ideas. We are 
continuously expanding our Technostone collection by adding 

new and interesting colours and surfaces. 

Our state-of-the-art glass mosaic collection presents 
the latest trends and nearly unlimited possibilities.

The Technostone Studio

Natural stone used outdoors is exposed to the elements of nature 365
days a year and can be visited at SCHUBERT STONE CENTRE 24/7.
Experience the variety of stone types and laying options in natural light.
You will see natural stones for gardens and terraces in the daylight, just
as nature has shaped their beauty over the years.

Beauty in the daylight

You are in expert hands

Our in-house stonemason workshop offers many advantages 
to our clients. Together with our stone experts, you can select 

the part of a stone slab you wish to have cut by our stonemasons.
In our master workshop, your stone will be turned into a work 

of art. Our stone artists transform the raw slab into your 
masterpiece made of stone.

Finishing touches made in-house
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Our stones are purchased throughout the world

We are proud to host
Austria’s most varied stone
gallery with an average
inventory worth over 2.5 m
Euros. This corresponds to
around 30,000 m2 of stone
slabs with a total weight of
over 1,400 tonnes.

Facts 
and figures

Our stone experts are 
in search of the latest
trends and interesting and
exclusive materials throug-
hout the world. Our stones
mainly come from Austria,
Brazil, Bulgaria, China,
France, Germany, Iran,
Israel, Italy, Portugal, Spain,
Turkey, and the UK.

On duty throughout
the world

For some types of stone, 
it is important to already
check and carefully select
them at the quarry. All other
stone types are inspected,
at the latest, upon storage
or after refinement.

Quality 
check

A world of stone – waiting for you
We are continuously looking out for new, trend-setting stones and
Technostones to cater for your individual project needs. Visit our show-
rooms and discover the myriad options for combining various materials.
You will learn important details about your desired materials, such as the
recommended area of use, their pros and cons, as well as possibilities of
floor laying and floor structure. 
In order to ensure that our stone experts are available for competent
advice, you are kindly asked to pre-arrange an appointment.
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After a visit to the showrooms
and having selected the
material according to your
ideas, our experts will work on
a customised proposal, inclu-
ding – if requested – a 3D
visualisation. The subsequent
proposal leaves no question
unanswered. Upon placement
of the order, the proposal will

From the idea
to realisation

be supplemented with all the
details. We refine your selec-
ted stones in our in-house
stonemason workshop and
ensure timely delivery accor-
ding to your schedule.

Stone is ideally combined
with parquet flooring.
Convince yourself in our

Wood and stone 
at their finest

Our professional floor layers
ensure high-precision work
for your project.

Stone and 
parquet laying

large showrooms. With us,
you will find the matching
parquet for your selected
stone floor – or the other
way round.

We realise your dreams

Individuality – carved in stone
Experience your future interior design in 3D. Clearly structured 
visualisation facilitates making the right choice of flooring. You will thus 
be reassured, at an early stage, that you have made the right decisions.
Upon request, our HOMElinks.at partners will be happy to realise, together
with you, also other aspects of your home in 3D, such as furniture, walls
or the garden. Find out more at www.homelinks.at.

3D photorealistic visualisation 
according to our client’s construction plan
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Pure nature – the cleft 
surface of slate is well
suited for extravagant,
modern architecture. 

Our inexpensive slate floors
in intense grey and green
tones invite you to walk
barefoot.

Slate creates 
avant-garde living

Limestone floors impart 
a calm and timeless ambi-
ence to your rooms and are
thus considered among the
classics of stone floors.
Experience the floors exhi-
bited at the Villa Schubert in
a living room atmosphere.

Limestone –
the classic

Honed sandstone in 
intense brown mineral
tones creates a warm
atmosphere and adds a
personal note to your
home. Due to its high
quartz content, sandstone
is particularly robust.

Sandstone for
modern living

Natural stone for interior use

Stone – timeless natural beauty
Limestone floors have been used in private homes and public buildings for
centuries. They represent the cultural heritage of our famous sites.

They maintain their charm and create a pleasant, cosy atmosphere, even
if subject to heavy strain. In addition, limestone floors require low mainten-
ance, ensure a neutral background for your furniture and go particularly
well with parquet flooring. In ancient Rome, floor heating was already
installed for stone floors, since stone conducts and stores heat very well.
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Natural stone for exterior use

Close your eyes and 
feel the stone with its even
surface and the edges
resembling river pebbles.
You will feel the retained
heat and enjoy the history
of earth at that very
moment.

Limestone – Cosiness
for your pool area

Redstone Modak,
Sandstone Mint or
Greystone will add a
Mediterranean flair to your
garden with a little exoti-
cism. Its aesthetic colours
form a lovely contrast to 
the green of your plants.

Sandstone – the
Mediterranean at home

Classic limestone with 
its light beige shading is
highly robust. It is well suited
for integration into both
modern and classic ambi-
ences and ensures a 
decorative and cosy 
atmosphere.

Limestone – 
the reliable choice

Natural stone – naturally, also for exterior use
Natural stones are ideally suited for outdoor use and ensure cosiness, 
no matter the weather. We make sure the stones are easy to maintain in
order for you to enjoy your valuable spare time outdoors as much as 
possible and to delight in your stones for many years. It goes without 
saying that all our stones for exterior use are frost resistant and durable.
Convince yourself and visit our open air terrace gallery.
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Its inviting visual appearance
creates a pleasant living
atmosphere. Moreover,
Technostone is impervious
and stain-resistant. Slabs of
up to 100x100 and
120x60cm in size create a
spacious ambience.

Technostone – 
an interpretation of
natural stone Schubert Technostone 

was taken from nature and
brought to perfection. 
It is ideally suited for both
interior and exterior use.
The signs of the times do
not affect Schubert
Technostone, it maintains 
its form and colour forever.

Perfection into
every detail

Our high-quality glass
mosaics are not only 
beautiful; they can also be
adapted to your individual
requirements. Create your
own work of art; there are
no limits as to the motifs –
for sure an eye catcher in
your new home.

Glass mosaics – 
individual works of art

Technostone, tiles, porcelain, and glass mosaics

A stone or not a stone?
Technostone is an industrially produced stone that is almost as hard 
and as beautiful as diamond. It is produced from natural quartz and a little
kaolin, sintered at 1200°C at high pressure and processed into a homoge-
nous slab. A novel material that is extremely robust, absolutely hygienic
and impervious. Technostone has set a milestone in the art of modern
living. It is available for nearly any type of application – in numerous colours
and surfaces, for both interior and exterior use, catering to our clients’
individual needs.
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Large random slab gallery for luxury baths and kitchen counters

These majestic bathtubs
are made out of a single
massive stone block. The
surfaces are polished to
perfection – for a unique
bathing experience. We
also offer massive shower
trays and vanity tops made
of stone to fulfil your dreams
of a perfect bathroom.

A gigantic piece 
of perfection

Experience the feeling 
of a vacation in your home
every day. Step into a jacuzzi
decorated with glass mosa-
ics, walk barefoot over peb-
ble stone floors – we fulfil
your fanciful desires in
terms of stone.

High-quality products
from great depths

Make your selection from
our large random slab gallery
that offers a huge variety of
multi- or single-colour and
extremely hard granite,
quartzite, industrial quartz
stone, and hard limestone,
with seemingly lustrous or
velvety, mat surfaces.

Working 
on stone

Large random slabs – your everyday luxury
Translucent onyx and semi-precious stone slabs for your wellness area
and bathroom – use stone slabs as works of art on your walls. Let your
imagination run free! Take advantage of our gallery, every stone slab is
unique. Select your favourite slab at the SCHUBERT STONE CENTRE and
determine, together with our technicians, the part of the slab you wish to
have cut and refined.
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Dreams come true in stone – References

“The Steirereck has been among Austria’s 
leading gourmet restaurants for decades. When 
we renovated the villa on the Wienfluss, a listed 
building, it was only logical to visit the stone gallery
at Schubert Stone. We do not only pay great atten-
tion to quality when selecting our food and services,
but also with regard to the construction materials
used for our restaurant. We consistently ‘live’ our
company mission of putting the highest demands
on quality in all areas, which has brought us great
success.”

Heinz Reitbauer, Steirereck, Vienna

Steirereck Restaurant, Vienna/Austria
“For this high-end detached house, over 1,000m2

of interior stone floors and 400m2 of exterior terraces
were laid to the full satisfaction of our client. 
The biggest challenge of this project was that this
marvellous house had to be built and fully furnished
within just three and a half months. According to the
client, this was perfectly accomplished, due to the
excellent cooperation with the Austrian HOMElinks.at
partner companies under our overall coordination.”

DI Schierl/DI Paris, architects, Vienna

Modern private home, Ireland

“Since its renovation, Schloss Hof palace has been
among the most visited sights in Lower Austria, which
all parties involved, in particular the Marchfeldschlösser
Revitalisierungs- und Betriebsges.m.b.H, are deser-
vedly proud of. The limestone from Schubert Stone,
selected in accordance with the Federal Monuments
Office (Bundesdenkmalamt) contributed significantly
to the authentic appearance of the palace. We thank
Schubert Stone for the great cooperation.”

Univ. Prof. Manfred Wehdorn, architect, Vienna

Schloss Hof, Lower Austria

© Kaiserliche Festschlösser

www.schubertstone.com

“Our task was to build a representative villa on 
a very steep hill with the aim to create interaction
between classic and modern elements that should
combine into a mutual, timeless overall appearance.
To this end, the discerning owners selected, together
with me and the stone expert Thomas Schubert,
exclusive limestone, Technostone, mosaics, and
onyx during several appointments at the Schubert
Stone Centre.”

DI Paul Richter, architect, Vienna

Modern villa, Vienna/Austria

References



Our stone experts look forward to assisting you personally at the SCHUBERT STONE
CENTRE according to your individual requirements and based on the construction plans
of your project. Arrange an appointment by phone at +43/1/804 22 62-17 or by email

at schubert@schubertstone.com. Or simply drop by our Stone Centre: 
Mon-Fri 8-18, Sat 9-13 hrs.

SCHUBERT STEINZENTRUM GmbH
Natural stone, Technostone, parquet flooring, mosaics, porcelain, and tiles since 1973

Breitenfurter Strasse 249, 1230 Vienna, Austria, Europe
Phone: +43/1/804 22 62-0, Fax: +43/1/804 24 05

Expert assistance: Mon-Fri 8-18, Sat 9-13 hrs
Email: schubert@schubertstone.com

Web: www.schubertstone.com
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Founding member of the HOMElinks.at group. Visit Austria’s leading companies 
in building, interior design and gardening at www.homelinks.at.


